Accelerate Your Agency’s
Digital Transformation
Be ready for whatever comes next
with help from Dell Technologies.

Digital transformation is imperative for all
organizations. And while many are moving in
that direction, a recent study shows that 89%
of organizations feel like they’re lagging.1 This
is also true at the federal level. Government
agencies, like yours, are relied upon to lead. You
must operate at the cutting edge of technology
if you want to drive innovation and encourage
citizen confidence.
To this end, the Dell Technologies federal team
is 100% committed to your mission. Whether
you’re providing critical citizen services,
innovating for the next generation, or securing
the nation, we bring the right technology, a
secure supply chain, targeted expertise, and
far-reaching vision to help guide your journey.
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89%

of federal agencies
feel they are lagging in
digital transformation.

Dell Technologies helps you prepare for what comes next, with a broad
range of solutions and services that enable multi-cloud flexibility, the
digital workplace, and data management and insight.
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Increase your agency’s agility with
multi-cloud flexibility.
Federal employees and external constituents
are looking for greater choice, flexibility and
predictability in their experience with your agency;
IT teams must be able to deliver. Multi-cloud
flexibility, enabled by Dell Technologies solutions,
gives you freedom of choice in technology
consumption, consistent experiences and
infrastructure optimization for predictable outcomes.

Empower your workforce with a digital
workplace that’s smarter, faster and
more secure.
Digital workplace solutions from Dell Technologies
give remote workers personalized and productive
work experiences regardless of location. From
manageable, intelligent and secure PCs to
best-in-class displays and other peripherals, to
software and support, our solutions enhance
performance and empower teams to work
effectively in nearly any situation.

Create new value by innovating
with data.
Boost data pipelines to improve the flow of
information throughout your agency, from edge
to core to cloud. Embrace next-generation
communication, and rethink traditional data
management and security approaches.
Dell Technologies can help you explore new
ways to generate insight from your data and get
the right information to the right people at the
right time.

96%
of digital

leaders say
their ability
to collect,
analyze and
act on data
has made
it easier to
adapt and
survive.1
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Confidently safeguard
your agency with intrinsic,
pervasive and proactive
security.
Dell Technologies brings a secure supply
chain and built-in cyber resiliency to all of
our products and solutions. We also offer
a broad range of specialized security
solutions to counter cyber threats and
minimize attacks that compromise sensitive
data and citizen information.

Arm your department with
added protection.
• Dell EMC PowerProtect Cyber
Recovery solutions
• Comprehensive endpoint security
• Dell Technologies end-to-end coverage

Transform with
Dell Technologies.
Effectively transform on your terms with
Dell Technologies. Whether you’re optimizing
your existing infrastructure or exploring
emerging technologies — 5G, AI, data
management — in the cloud or at the
edge, we have the technology expertise,
end-to-end solutions, world-class services
and relentless spirit to help prepare your
agency for today’s top-of-mind issues and
tomorrow’s unknowns.
Create an IT foundation that allows you
to effectively adapt to change, deliver
consistent citizen experiences and
confidently lead your department well into
the future. Let’s get started today.

For more information
Discover how Dell Technologies can modernize your infrastructure and advance your federal initiatives.
Visit us at DellTechnologies.com/Federal to learn more.
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